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his plans which is entirely different from many plans human/yf beings would

have thought of. And it is utterly unexpected. Who would have believ&i

$% it would be this way? We have shut our mouths when we see it. It's so
as

different from what we would have expected. But/we see it is the wisdom

(12.15) of God which is foolishness of man; xk but which when we get into it we see

Israel (l1.73) Yes, Who has believed our report? It's a rather

unusual way to give an invitation. hc has believed? ho has been saved?
(or)found any sense

Who has responded to any sense of what I hve told you? ho thinks -

(ll.L0) I mean you have to put a different mode to make an invitation.

Yes, yea, yea, yea. ja, (German, ja) ja, no, no, no, I think it's who would
O. K. on

$/$$Zieve what we are going/to tell now? The thing we have heard which

is (10.80 Who would have believed the thing which we have

heard which we are going on to tell now2 pccx Now the rate (or way-p

we are going .4( now, we need another three months for chapter 53. And say,
eight more s

we have six or /.tirix sessior}/, and we must get through the middle of

the 56 of owirse, There is a great deal of tremendously important but

there is itx none more important than 53. We really ought to have four

sessions on 53. 4 I don't see how we can. W meet again tomorrow, and

we have our test a week from tomorrow, and 4(' next week Monday I am speaking

at Pittsburgh. We can't discuss together next Tuesday, because for two

reasons, first you will be writing a test, and secondly I will be in Pjttshrugh.

W can't discuss it on Monday, And there is only onreason for that, because

I'll be in Pittsburgh. Ecxt Of course, next week we can get together
I think there is

two times, and then two over after Christmas. That makes five more. SO, I
will

think we/have to M just tell the office that we are continuing this course
S

till May for four credit instead of two credits. I don't see what we can do.
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